Both units joined over 100 Brownies and 30 Leaders from all over Holderness on a sleepover at The Deep on
the 20th of November.
After saying a hasty goodbye to parents, girls dropped their
bags, packed supper and bedding rolls before heading off in
three groups for a guided tour of the submarium.
We saw the sharks and stingrays, touched starfish, rode in
the bubble lift, felt the cold ice wall, learned all about the
coral reef pool & much much more.

We all joined together in the Amazon area to have our
packed supper before heading down to the craft rooms.
We made dolly peg mermaids and designed our own tshirts, with added bling!

Once done we collected our bags and bedding and headed back to our sleeping areas by the tanks. There was
lots of excitement rolling out sleeping bags and getting into PJs before the lights were dimmed. The girls fell
asleep - some more quickly than others but all eventually snoozing away whilst the fishes gracefully glided by.

At 6am on the Saturday the lights came up and the girls got dressed, excitedly
checking which fish they could see near their beds. Leaders helped them pack
their things away – it’s a Guiding miracle if you can make your bedding roll as tidy
as it was when you arrived!
Breakfast was hot buttered toast, weetabix or frosties along with juice in the
cafe.

There was a quick visit to the penguins as they had been asleep when we had
arrived the night before. We then hit the gift shop. Girls excitedly picked out
what they wanted to spend their £5 on before paying and gathering back with
their bags to wait for parents to arrive.

Everyone left with a new badge and feeling a bit tired
but full of great mmories of the fun we had had sleeping over with the fishes.

